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Ural State Medical University of the Ministry of Health of Russia, as-
sociate professor of physical education, master of sports of internation-





Novosibirsk State Pedagogical University, Institute of natural and so-
cial and economic sciences, associate professor of anatomy, physiology 






Orenburg State Pedagogical University, Institute of physical culture 






Ural Federal University named after the first President of Rus-
sia B. N. Yeltsin, associate professor of service and improving technol-






Ural State Medical University of the Russian Ministry of Health, The 
deputy head of department on nonlearning work on questions of pre-
vention and formation of a healthy lifestyle, the director of ANA 





Omsky state university of F. M. Dostoyevsky, Faculty of physical cul-
ture, rehabilitation and sport, associate professor of adaptive physical 





Ural Federal University named after the first President of Rus-
sia B. N. Yeltsin, professor of Department «Organization of Work with 






Hospital friendly to youth «The territory of freedom» the Children’s 
city hospital № 13 managing office of the medico-public assistance to 
children and teenagers, the candidate of medical sciences, the doc-





Ural Federal University named after the first President of Rus-
sia B. N. Yeltsin, professor of «Organization of Work with Youth» de-






Ural Federal University named after the first President of Rus-
sia B. N. Yeltsin, associate professor of the theory of physical culture, 






Ural State Medical University of the Ministry of Health of Russia, 
Medical-prophylactic faculty, doctor of medical sciences, Department 
of public health and public health; chief pathologist of the Urals Fed-





Al-Farabi Kazakh National University, Faculty of Philosophy and Po-
litical Science, associate professor of the department of sociology and 






Ural Federal University named after the first President of Rus-






Al-Farabi Kazakh National University, Faculty of philosophy and po-
litical science, Department of the general and applied psychology, 





Ekaterinburg Institute of Physical Culture (branch) FGBOU VU Ural 
State University of Physical Culture, Faculty of adaptive physical cul-
ture, head of the Chair of Theory and Methods of Adaptive Physical 






Ural Federal University named after the first President of Rus-
sia B. N. Yeltsin, associate professor of service and improving technol-






Ural Federal University named after the first President of Rus-
sia B. N. Yeltsin, associate professor of the theory of physical culture, 
doctor of pedagogical sciences, associate professor. Russian Federa-
tion, Ekaterinburg.
E-mail: yamalga@mail.ru
